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+ Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) objective lenses provide high resolution, high contrast images  
 that are virtually free of optical defects such as chromatic aberration (colour fringing)
+ Flat field technology ensures level, edge-to-edge image clarity 
+ Fully multi-coated optics deliver maximum light transmission throughout the  
 optical path.
+ Phase and dielectric coated BaK-4 prisms produce vivid, true-to-life colours.
+ Eyeglass friendly - generous eye relief and sturdy, twist-up eyecups with multiple stops
+ Well-balanced, ergonomic industrial design 
+ 4.9’ close focus
+ Tripod adaptable

Regal ED Flat Field Binoculars build on the success of Celestron’s customer-favourite 
Regal ED spotting scope line. With both ED objective lenses and flat field lenses, these 
binoculars provide sharp, expansive views and of a high degree of accurate colour 
resolution. As Celestron’s new premier line of performance-level field binoculars, the 
Regal ED Flat Field Binoculars are designed with the most selective of all binocular users 
in mind: birders. From their vivid, true-to-life colour resolution, expansive fields of view 
for ease of locating fast moving objects, and 4.9 foot close focus distance to get an even 
closer look when a subject suddenly pops out of the bushes and right on the trail in 
front of you, the Regal ED binoculars provide everything needed for the most selective of 
binocular users – which ensures that they’re up to the challenge across a wide-range of 
other activities.

KEY FEATURES

Regal ED Flat Field Binoculars build on the success of Celestron’s customer-favourite 
Regal ED spotting scope line. With both ED objective lenses and flat field lenses, these 
binoculars provide sharp, expansive views and of a high degree of accurate colour 
resolution. As Celestron’s new premier line of performance-level field binoculars, the 
Regal ED Flat Field Binoculars are designed with the most selective of all binocular users 
in mind: birders. From their vivid, true-to-life colour resolution, expansive fields of view 
for ease of locating fast moving objects, and 4.9 foot close focus distance to get an even 
closer look when a subject suddenly pops out of the bushes and right on the trail in 
front of you, the Regal ED binoculars provide everything needed for the most selective of 
binocular users – which ensures that they’re up to the challenge across a wide-range of 
other activities.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

71391-CGL Regal 10x42 ED Flat Field Roof Fully Multi-Coated 768g 4.27 mm 6.5° 1.5 m £399.99

71390-CGL Regal 8x42 ED Flat Field Roof Fully Multi-Coated 768g 5.2 mm 8.0° 1.5 m £399.99
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The TrailSeeker ED binocular provides high-level outdoor performance—a perfect choice for 
avid birders and outdoor enthusiasts. TrailSeeker ED is packed with optical, mechanical, 
and ergonomic features that make it comparable to binoculars costing two to five times 
as much.

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

71407-CGL Trailseeker 10x42 ED Roof Fully Multi-Coated 666g 4.2 mm 6.5° 2.5 m £369.99

71405-CGL Trailseeker 8x42 ED Roof Fully Multi-Coated 666g 5.25 mm 8,1° 2.16 m £369.99

71401-CGL TrailSeeker 8x32 ED Roof Fully Multi-Coated 499g 4 mm 7.8° 2.16 m £299.99

71403-CGL TrailSeeker 10x32 ED Roof Fully Multi-Coated 499g 3.2 mm 6.2° 2.5m £299.99

ED OBJECTIVE LENSES 
Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) glass virtually 
eliminates chromatic aberration, also known 
as colour fringing, a visual defect common 
in binoculars. TrailSeeker ED delivers edge-
to-edge sharpness with excellent colour 
correction and razor-sharp images.
Not all ED glass is created equal. Celestron’s 
high quality ED glass delivers visibly 
brighter, sharper images compared to non-
ED binoculars. The difference is especially 
apparent in low light conditions, such as at 
dawn or dusk.
COATINGS AND PRISMS 
TrailSeeker ED features fully multi-coated 
optics and phase- and dielectric-coated 
BaK-4 prisms. A binocular can be considered 
“fully multi-coated” when all air-to-glass 
surfaces are coated with multiple layers 
of anti-reflectivity coatings so that the 
maximum amount of light passes through 
the glass to the eye.

The prism inside TrailSeeker ED is made of 
high quality BaK-4 glass with both phase 
and dielectric coatings so that more light 
is reflected off the prism and diverted 
through the eye. Taken together, fully 
multi-coatings and BaK-4 prisms maximize 
light transmission for the brightest, most 
detailed images possible.
THE BODY 
TrailSeeker ED is composed of lightweight 
and durable magnesium alloy. Its tough, 
rigid frame is coated with rubber to stand 
up to hard use in the field. What’s more, the 
binocular is fully waterproof and filled with 
dry nitrogen gas to prevent internal fogging 
of lenses. TrailSeeeker ED can stand up to 
even the toughest outdoor conditions.
Viewing through TrailSeeker ED is 
comfortable for both eyeglass wearers and 
non-eyeglass wearers alike, thanks to the 
durable twist-up eyecups. Twist through 
multiple click stops to find the position that 
works best for you.
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+  Magnesium Alloy Body: lightweight, durable frame that will last a lifetime and handle use in the field
+  BaK-4 Prisms with Phase and Dielectric Coatings: Increased light transmission through the prism  
 system for brighter images. Increased contrast and resolution
+  Wide Field of View: Quickly acquire the subject being viewed. Follow your subject more easily, with  
 less need to move the binoculars
+  Ergonomic Design
+  Fully Multi-Coated Optics: Increased light transmission for brighter views and more resolution
+  6.5’ Close Focus: Detailed, up close observation of subject in close proximity
+  Metal Multi-Stop Twist Up Eyecups: More durable with a longer life than plastic eyecups. Multiple  
 stops for correct positioning of the eyes
+ Tripod Adaptable: Attach your TrailSeeker to a tripod for extended viewing sessions

TrailSeeker binoculars provide high-level outdoor performance, making them perfect for 
the avid birder. The TrailSeeker is a feature-rich binocular with superb optical quality at 
an economical price. Phase and dielectric coated BaK-4 prisms dramatically increase light 
transmission through the prism system for unrivalled image quality and views. Compared 
to other binoculars in its price range, TrailSeeker offers a better close focus along with a 
wider field of view. The lightweight magnesium alloy frame is durable and fully waterproof 
for use in any weather condition.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

71406-CGL TrailSeeker 10 x 42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 635g 4.2 mm 6.5° 2 m £269.99

71404-CGL TrailSeeker 8 x 42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 635g 5.25 mm 8,1° 2 m £269.99
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+  Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) objective lenses provide high resolution, high contrast images  
 that are virtually free of optical defects like chromatic aberration (colour fringing)
+  Fully multi-coated optics deliver maximum light transmission through the optical path
+  Phase coated BaK-4 prisms produce vivid, true-to-life colours
+  Eyeglass friendly - generous eye relief and sturdy, twist-up eyecups with multiple stops
+  6.5’ close focus
+ Tripod adaptable

This versatile, all-around binocular is a great choice for the trail, the stadium, the arena, 
or just about anywhere you want a close-up view of the action without sacrificing 
brightness or detail. It’s an especially great companion for nature observation and bird 
watching, with ED glass that helps you spot the subtlest field markings and a close focus 
of just 6.5 feet.
Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) glass virtually eliminates chromatic aberration, also known as 
colour fringing, a visual defect common in binoculars. Nature DX ED delivers razor sharp 
images, even at the edges of the field of view. ED glass is also known for producing 
images with outstanding, true-to-life colour.
Not all ED glass is created equal. Celestron’s high quality ED glass delivers visibly brighter, 
sharper images compared to non-ED binoculars. The difference is especially apparent in 
low light conditions, such as at dawn or dusk.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

72336-CGL Nature DX ED 12x50mm Binocular Roof Fully Multi-Coated 806g 4.1 mm 4.8° 2.5 m £249.99

72335-CGL Nature DX ED 10x50mm Binocular Roof Fully Multi-Coated 806g 5 mm 5.9° 2.5 m £249.99

72333-CGL Nature DX ED 10x42mm Binocular Roof Fully Multi-Coated 705g 4.1 mm 5.9° 2 m £199.99

72332-CGL Nature DX ED 8x42mm Binocular Roof Fully Multi-Coated 705g 5.2 mm 7.5° 2 m £199.99
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+ BaK-4 Prisms w/ Phase Coating: Increases contrast and resolution for sharper more 
 detailed images
+ Fully Multi-Coated Optics: Allows maximum light transmission through the optical path 
 for brighter images
+ 6.5’ Close Focus: Detailed, up close observation of subjects in close proximity.   
 Ideal for watching birds, insects, plants, etc.
+ Compact and Lightweight: Fits in a pocket or glove box. Easy to carry on long excursions
+ Wide Field of View: Allows user to quickly acquire the subject being viewed. More 
 viewing area and less need to move the binocular to follow subjects. Easier to follow 
 subjects when they move
+ Twist-up Eyecups: Twist up and down with multiple stops for correct positioning of the  
 users eyes for comfortable viewing with or without eyeglasses
+ Polycarbonate frame: Strong and durable polycarbonate body. Provides structural 
 integrity while keeping the weight to a minimum

Celestron’s Nature DX 10x42 binoculars are the perfect companion for your next outdoor 
adventure. A great first step into the world of serious sport optics, the views through 
Nature DX rival those of more expensive binoculars, at a price to fit your budget. With 
phase-coated BaK-4 prisms and fully multi-coated optics, Nature DX reveals image detail 
you won’t find with other entry-level binoculars. And when you’re off the trail, enjoy 
superb views of concerts, sporting events, and more.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

72326-CGL Nature DX 12x50  Black Roof Fully Multi-Coated 806g 4.1 mm 4.7° 2.5 m £199.99

72325-CGL Nature DX 10x50  Black Roof Fully Multi-Coated 806g 5 mm 5.8° 2.5 m £179.99

72323-CGL Nature DX 10x42 Black Roof Fully Multi-Coated 629g 4.2 mm 5.8° 2 m £159.99

72322-CGL Nature DX 8x42 Black Roof Fully Multi-Coated 629g 5.25 mm 7.4° 2 m £159.99

71336-CGL Nature DX 12 x 56 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 1030g 4.6 mm 5,5° 3 m £219.99

71333-CGL Nature DX 10 x 42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 629g 4.2 mm 5,8° 2 m £159.99

71332-CGL Nature DX 8 x 42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 629g 5.25 mm 7,4° 2 m £159.99

71331-CGL Nature DX 10 x 32 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 510g 3.2 mm 5,8° 2 m £129.99

71330-CGL Nature DX 8 x 32 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 510g 4 mm 7,4° 2 m £129.99

71210-CGL Nature 10x25 Monocular Fully Multi-Coated 170g 2.5 mm 5.8° 5.49 m £54.99
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KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

72255-CGL Ultima 20x50mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated TBC TBC TBC TBC £169.99

72254-CGL Ultima 10x50mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated 740g 5 mm 6° 7 m £159.99

72253-CGL Ultima 10x42mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated 620g 4.2 mm 6.5° 4 m £149.99

72252-CGL Ultima 8x42mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated 620g 5.3 mm 7.5° 4 m £149.99

72251-CGL Ultima 8x32mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated 520g 4 mm 8.1° 2 m £139.99

72250-CGL Ultima 6.5x32mm Porro Porro Fully Multi-Coated 520g 4.9 mm 9.2° 2 m £139.99

+ Porro prism binoculars provide an enhanced three-dimensional image of the subject
+ Wide 7.5° field of view allow you to see the entire scene all at once 
+ BaK-4 prisms and fully multi-coated optics deliver maximum light transmission  
 through the optical path
+ 13’ close focus for detailed observation of subjects in close proximity
+ Ergonomic body with synthetic rubber armouror and a non-slip grip 
+ Tripod adaptable for extended viewing sessions
+ Eyeglass friendly with generous eye relief and comfortable rubber eyecups

See it and take it all in, wherever you are. The Ultima 8x42 binocular has a wide 7.5° field 
of view, nearly four hundred feet wide when measured at a distance of 1,000 yards.  
It’s the perfect choice for watching deer move through a meadow or a home run ball fly 
into the bleachers without moving your binoculars. But the possibilities don’t stop there. 
Ultima binoculars are great for almost any activity, including sporting events, sightseeing, 
birding and wildlife observation, hiking, and more!
These classically styled binoculars use their Porro prism optical design to provide  
optimal image clarity and depth of field. Their widely spaced objective lenses enable 
enhanced triangulation between binocular and subject, presenting the observer with a 
rich, three-dimensional image that only traditional Porro prism binoculars can offer.
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+ Multi-Coated Optics
+ Waterproof and Fog-proof
+ Protective Rubber Covering
+ Twist-up Eyecups for Quick Adjustment
+ Moisture Resistant Neoprene Carrying Case

Celestron’s mid-size Outland Series was designed to meet the needs of every outdoor 
enthusiast, from birders and hunters to sports fans to travellers. The optics are multi-
coated to obtain high resolution and high contrast views. The prism are made of BaK-4 
glass to give you enhanced colour fidelity. The rubber covered Outland X allows for rough 
and tough handling and the binoculars are waterproof and fogproof and are nitrogen 
purged for using in all weather environments. Large focus knobs make for easy and 
precise focusing and twist-up eyecups allow for quick adjustment of eye relief to obtain 
the full field of view.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

71348-CGL Outland X 10x50 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 842g 5.0 mm 5,5° 3 m £149.99

71347-CGL Outland X 10x42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 618g 4.2 mm 5,6° 4.5 m £99.99

71346-CGL Outland X 8x42 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 614g 5.3 mm 6,8° 3.99 m £99.99

71341-CGL Outland X 10x25  Roof Fully Multi-Coated 296g 3.1 mm 8,2° 4 m £49.99

71340-CGL Outland X 8x25 Roof Fully Multi-Coated 312g 2.5 mm 6,3° 6 m £49.99

72373-CGL Outland X 10-30x50mm Mono w/Tripod Monocular Fully Multi-Coated 475g 5 -- 1.7 mm 3.7 - 2° 2.5 m @ 10x £99.99

72370-CGL Outland X 10x50mm Mono w/Smartphone Adpt Monocular Fully Multi-Coated 415g 4.8 mm 5.6° 22.5m £89.99
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+ K9 Prisms and Coated Optics, image enhancing optical coatings for bright, colour-rich views
+ Close Focus – Detailed, up close observation of subject in close proximity
+ Adjustable Rubber Eyecups – whether you wear glasses or not, maximize your field of  
 view by adjusting the rubber eyecups.
+ Wide field of view allows you to take in the whole scene
+ Ergonomic body – Rubber armor grip surface for extra non-slip comfort and ease of use 

LandScout binoculars are great, all-purpose binoculars at an affordable price that can bring 
a new level of enjoyment to almost any activity: sporting events, sightseeing, birding and 
wildlife observation, hiking, and more! Inside the LandScout are two pairs of Porro prisms, 
reflective optical prisms that take the form of a right-angle triangle with two sides of equal 
length. Porro prisms make binoculars more compact without compromising focal length or 
the transit of the light rays as they pass through it giving it the classic “broad-shoulder” 
shape of a traditional binocular.  Our Porro prisms are constructed of K9 optical glass, which 
provide high reflectivity so that more light passes through the optical path to your eye.
LandScout also contains other optical surfaces treated with special coatings to boost light 
transmission even more. The result is a brighter view than uncoated binoculars. Whether 
you’re out on the trail or inside a crowded stadium, you want a binocular that is comfortable 
to hold and use over long periods, without fear of bumps or drops. LandScout features a 
lightweight and durable armour-protected chassis. Its tough, rigid frame is coated with 
rubber to stand up to hard use in the field. The LandScout is also water resistant and can 
repeatedly stand up to unexpected conditions.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

72355-CGL LandScout 8-24x50mm Porro Porro Coated 800g 5.6mm - 1.8mm 4.4° 13m £54.99

72360-CGL LandScout 10x50mm Porro Porro Coated 765g 5mm 6.8° 7m £54.99

73151-CGL Birder’s Starter Kit LandScout 7x35mm Porro Coated 624g 5mm 9.2° 4m £49.99

72356-CGL LandScout 7X35mm Porro Porro Coated 624g 5mm 9.2° 4m £49.99

73152-CGL Birder’s Starter Kit LandScout 8x40mm Porro Coated 680g 5mm 8.2° 6m £49.99

72358-CGL LandScout 8X40mm Porro Porro Coated 680g 5mm 8.2° 6m £49.99

72354-CGL LandScout 16x32mm Roof Porro Coated 369g 2mm 3.5° 8m £39.99

72352-CGL LandScout 10x25mm Roof Porro Coated 312g 2.5mm 5.7° 5m £24.99

72350-CGL LandScout 8x21mm Roof Porro Coated 227g 2.6mm 7.4° 5m £24.99
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+ High quality binoculars at an affordable economical price
+ Multi-coated optics increase light transmission resulting in brighter and sharper images  
 with high contrast levels
+ Stylish rubber covered aluminium body protects from rough handling
+ Ergonomic thumb indents and finger ridges for extra non-slip comfort and ease of use
+ Water resistant
+ Soft carrying case
+ Binocular straps

High quality binoculars at an affordable / economical price Multi-coated optics increase 
light transmission resulting in brighter and sharper images with high contrast levels 
Stylish rubber covered aluminium body protects from rough handling Ergonomic thumb 
indents and finger ridges for extra non-slip comfort and ease of use.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

71258-CGL UpClose G2 20x50 - Porro - Box Porro Multi-Coated 794g 2.5 mm 3,2° 13 m £59.99

73150-CGL UpClose G2 7x35 Porro Prism Birder Kit Porro Multi-Coated 624g 5.0 mm 9,2° 4 m £59.99

71256-CGL UpClose G2 10x50 -Porro - Box Porro Multi-Coated 765g 5.0 mm 6,8° 7 m £54.99

71252-CGL UpClose G2 8x40 - Porro - Box Porro Multi-Coated 680g 5.0 mm 8,2° 6 m £44.99

71232-CGL UpClose G2 10x25 - Roof - Box Roof Multi-Coated 312g 2.5 mm 5,7° 5 m £29.99

71230-CGL UpClose G2 8x21 - Roof - Box Roof Multi-Coated 227g 2.6 mm 7,4° 3 m £29.99

71213-CGL UpClose G2 10x25 - Monocular - Box Multi-Coated 113g 2.5 mm 5.7° 8 m £24.99
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+ Ultra sharp focus across the field of view
+ Multi-Coated optics for sharp, clear views
+ Suitable for terrestrial or  
 astronomical viewing
+ Protective rubber covering for  
 ultra-firm grip

+ Large center focus knob for easy focusing
+ Tripod adapter included
+ Long eye relief ideal for eyeglass wearers
+ Carrying case included for travel and  
 safe storage

The SkyMaster series of binoculars have multi-coated optics and high index BaK-4 prisms 
for superb light transmission and increased contrast and resolution. Coupled with large 
objective lenses, BaK-4 prisms offer amazing light gathering capabilities making them ideal 
for stargazing and other low-light applications. With higher magnifications than standard 
binoculars, SkyMaster 12x60 brings celestial objects up close, providing images with 
outstanding detail. View the heavens and the world around you with the SkyMaster Series.

KEY FEATURES

ITEM CODE MODEL PRISM TYPE OPTICAL COATING WEIGHT EXIT PUPIL FIELD OF VIEW CLOSE FOCUS SRP INC. VAT

72031-CGL SkyMaster Pro 20x80 Porro Starbright XLT 2449 g 4.4 mm 3.2˚ 20 m £299.99

72030-CGL SkyMaster Pro 15x70 Porro Starbright XLT 1700 g 4.6 mm 4.4˚ 15 n £219.99

71017-CGL SkyMaster 25 x 100 Porro Multi Coated 3969g 4 mm 3˚ 24 m £419.99

71018-CGL SkyMaster 20 x 80 Porro Multi Coated 2126g 4 mm 3,7˚ 33 m £189.99

71008-CGL SkyMaster 25 x 70 Porro Multi Coated 1474g 2.8 mm 2,7˚ 23 m £139.99

71009-CGL SkyMaster  15 x 70 Porro Multi Coated 1361g 4.7 mm 4,4˚ 13 m £129.99

71007-CGL SkyMaster 12x60 Porro Multi Coated 1111g 5 mm 5.3˚ 18 m £99.99

+ Detachable RSR rail for attaching an optional red dot finderscope
+ Rubber armoured for improved ergonomics and protection from every day use in the field 
+ Waterproof and nitrogen purged for use in all weather conditions

SkyMaster Pro uses superior optics, coatings, internal parts and housing materials. With 
large objective lenses, BaK-4 prisms and fully multi-coated optics utilizing Celestron’s 
proprietary XLT coating technology, Filter threads on the eyepieces make SkyMaster Pro 
a versatile astronomy binocular, allowing you to attach standard 1.25” filters to minimize 
the effects of light pollution, reduce the brightness of the moon or diminish glare when 
looking over water

KEY FEATURES
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